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Guidance, please
It's clear that the Academy primarily

serves to form clinical policies as they
apply to the health and welfare of chil-
dren. At the same time, our state and
county societies and the American
Medical Association serve to respond
to the public sector (insurance and legal
concerns). Yet, the above two purposes
cannot be rightfully separated.

Every year, AAP members elect a new
president. This physician comes from
academia, probably on sabbatical,
writes column after column about
everyone's desire for universal coverage
and limits on kids' access to weapons,
and then returns to his/her medical
school at the end ofhis/her term. Then,
the variousAAP committees form policy
statements on numerous aspects of
care. What all these authors fail to
address and/or don't want to be both-
ered with ishow to smoothly implement
all these policies and goals into prac-
tice.

Every day, we community pediatri-
cians handle office visits and phone
messages at near assembly line speed.
Then there needs to be time for us to
write detailed and yet often rejected let-

disarmament warrants a factual response.
Dr. Alpert conveniently leaves out the statistics on the

number of Americans (both adults and children) who are
saved by law-abiding citizens who carry guns each day. It is
inherently difficult to quantify the number ofrapes, murders
and robberies prevented due to lawful gun ownership (just
as it is hard to quantify the number of children saved by
antibiotics each year).
Comparing other countries to the United States is rea-

sonable except, again, Dr. Alpert is selective and biased. We
do not hear much about Israel, which has one of the lowest
crime rates. A car-jacking or home invasion is a different
undertaking ifthe criminal knows he has a one in four chance
of coming up against an armed citizen.

Dr. Alpert needs to review the facts on the Nazis' rise in
power in 1938. Hitler was meticulous in his efforts to disarm
all citizens prior to the Holocaust. This was done under the
pretense that it would make Germany a "safer place." The
subsequent atrocities met little to no resistance from the
helpless populace.
The answer to Dr. Alpert's editorial question of "Don't we

get it?" is " Yes we do!"
Why was a trained, armed policeman unable to stop the

two suicidal killers in Littleton, Colo., when he confronted
them before they had killed anyone inside? If a law-abiding
adult (teacher, principal, aide) had stopped the carnage with
his/her own gun, would Dr. Alpert have called that person a
hero? Fanning the flames ofhysteria by calling for revocation
ofyour constitutional rights to carry guns is wrong.
There are bad kids and bad adults who will always do bad

things. I am not sure if this is because mental illness is on the
rise or because the family unit is on the decline. Conviction
for murder often brings less than 10 years of actual prison
time in the United States. Society will pay the price for liberal
judges and light sentences.
The fact is that concealed handguns in the hands of law-

abiding citizens save lives and stop crimes daily.

Keith B. Johnson, M.D., FAAP
Nokomis, Fla.

'Liberal foolishness' decried
I found Dr. Joel Alpert's letter concerning a need for gun

control appallingly biased, and I hope this letter stirs up
some concern from other members as to the liberal slant of
the Academy.

ters of medical necessity to bureaucrats so that our patients
get the care that we and the Academy say they need. If we
can't get children the standard-of-care treatments and stud-
ies they need, then lawyers may swoop down on us like
hawks onto their prey.
We pediatricians practice in a fast-paced, somewhat hos-

tile environment where there is much fear ofpowerful insur-
ance companies and lawyers. All the while, the AAP leader-
ship gives little or no attention to our being able to
implement policies/ provide care unfettered by outside con-
flicting interests. As the old cliche' goes, ifyou're not with us,
you're against us (in a friendly conspiracy of silence) while
those insurance companies and lawyers have theirwaywith
our health care system.
The previous AAP president wondered, in writing, why

more general pediatricians don't take an interest in AAP-
sponsored studies/surveys. Yet these projects seem to have
little role in easing our ability to provide necessary care.
Perhaps iftheAAP leaders were more tuned in to the day-to-
day concerns of us, the community pediatricians, we'd be
more interested in participating in their projects.

Alex Salomon, M.D., FAAP
Blue Belle, Pa.

'Good old days' disputed
Dr. Gorlick complains that there are too many new vac-

cines, which he believes cause excessive pain and excessive
expense (AAP News, June). In particular he doesn't like the
expansion of recommendations for hepatitis A vaccination.
Should one infer that Dr. Gorlick prefers disease? Hepatitis

A produces severe disability, fulminant hepatitis and social
disruption when epidemic. I doubt that many other physi-
cians would prefer the "good old days" of pertussis, polio,
meningitis, etc. Perhaps as a corrective, Dr. Gorlick should
take a sabbatical in some developing country.

StanleyA. Plotkin, M.D., FAAPE
Doylestown, Pa.

Bad kids; not bad guns
I read with great interest the "Letter from the President,"

Joel Alpert, M.D., in the June issue ofAAP News. As a father
and a pediatrician, I share Dr. Alpert's angst at the senseless
tragedy in Littleton, Colo. However, his impassioned cry for
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